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1. GENERAL 

1.01 The trouble shooting information pre-
sented in this section consists of opera- 

Ilona! and electrical checks designed to lead 
maintenance personnel to the functional mech
anism or circuit area causing trouble in 35, 
Automatic Seod-Receive Teletypewriter equip- • 
ment (ASR). 

1.02 Equipment covered in this section is used 
in data communications service as well 

as private wl:re and switched network cir cuits .. 
Two basic sets covered as distinguishable by the 
fact that one has only one tape reader, and the 
other has two, one for program contro l and one 
for data feed. There are also keyboard and 
typebox or typewhee l differences (the single 
r eade r unit with language accent symbols on 
some keys) and are availab le with friction feed 
or sprocket feed typing units. Trouble shooting 
procedures fo·r the two basic units are identical 
except as noted below. 

1.03 A thorough knowledge of the seque nce of 
operati on for each functioning mechanism 

is of fundamental importance. Refer to the appro
priate section to clarify the operation and funC•· 
lion of all teletypewriter parts. 

1.04 Where equipm ent fai lur es are due to 
mechanical maladjus tme nts, the techni 

cian should refer to the adjustment section for 

the component in question to determine the cor
rect procedure and adjustment tolerances. 

1.05 Lubrication failures will seldom occur 
when normal periodic maintenance pro 

cedures are followed. See the lubrication section 
of the component to determine maintenance 
schedules. 

2. TOOLS AND TEST EQUIPMENT 

2.01 standard set of tools (wire gages, spring 
scales, spring hooks, wrenches, etc.) as 

required for component adjustments. 

2.02 A volt-ohm-milliampere meter for check
ing voltages, current, resistance (con

tinuity) and capacitance. 

2.03 An eight-level signal distortion test set to 
perform signal distortion tests on the sig

nal generator and timing contacts . 

2.04 A signal analyzer, also required to per
form signal distortion tests on the set. 

3. TROUBLE SHOOTING 

3.01 Since teletypewriter sets are an assem-
blage of components, the first step In 

troub le shooting, if the trouble is not obvious, 
is to sectionalize the trouble to a particular 
component, and then to determine what specific 
mechanism or electrical part is faulty. 

3.02 Failures of the equipment can be traced 
functio nally by means of a trouble shoot

ing chart. A step-by-step analysis of the be
havior of the equipment in response to the 
tabulated checks will Indicate the area of 
trouble In which apply remedial measures 
outlined below and referenced in the chart. 
Since, in most cases, each check step is con
ditioned by the procedure in preceding steps, 
examine the condition of all controls, and in 
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SECTION 574-202-301 

particu lar the mode switches, before recheck
ing any s tep or othe rwise performing any 
tro uble shooting check out of sequence. 

(a) Comprehensl ve electrical analysis of 
the equipment is not generally requ ired 

in trouble iihooting, Reference to an open 
condition is to a circuit tbrough which cur 
rent will not flow, due either to a break, a 
poor connection or a poor or dirty contact 
mechanism. Reference to a closed condition 
is to a normalny or intermittently open• 
ci r cuit through which current w!ll flow, 
either due to a short or to a stickY, dirty 
or poorly adjusted contact mechanis m. 

(b) Running Open is a condition created 
by an open signal circuit, resulting in 

operation of typing and printing mechanisms 
because of the absence of a stop signal to 
latch function clutches. 

(c) Running Closed is a condition created by 
a closed signal circuit , resulting in 

failure of typing and printing mechanisms to 
respond to a signal, due to the absence of the 
start and spacing elements In the signal, or 
to mechanical fail1Ure. 
(d) Garbling is a condition in which the 

response of typing and printing mech
anisms does not correspond to the mechanical 
or s ignal input . 

(e) Blind is a condition in which a unit is 
turned off or otherwise disconnected to 

assure non-response to various signal inputs. 

Note: If trouble shooting checks indicate 
abnormal electrical conditions, refer to the 
actual wir ing diagram referenced in the 
trouble shooting chart. If tro uble appears 
to be mechanical, isolate the unit, and refer 
to the associated adjustment section for the 
unit isolated. 

PROCEDURE 

3.03 Make a visual inspection of the equipment 
to determine if the t r ouble is caused by 

loose signal or power connections, poor ground, 
improperly positioned switches, erratic motor 
speed, or improper range finder setting. Check 
connectors on cabling between components of the 
set for proper mating and good fit. 

3 .04 Arrange the equipment to operate on a 
test circuit and perform the off- line and 

on- line checks with PROGRAM CONTROL both 
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"ON" and "OFF," as specified in the installation 
section covering this equipment. These pro
cedures are primarily performed after Initial 
installatlon but may be used to assist in locating 
troub les when they occur. 

3,05 Localizing Electrical Troubles: Most 
electrica l troubles are found at the various 

contacts in the equipment, which include switch 
contacts, plug-in connector and pin contacts , 
wi ri ng field terminals, soldered contacts (In
cluding spliced wire), and chassis ground con
tacts . Electrical circuits in the teletypewr iter 
set have term inal connections at the points 
where tests must be made. Do not disturb the 
wiring more than necessary when testing or 
inspecting . Maintenance personnel must be thor 
oughly familiar with the actual and schematic 
wiring diagrams and use them while making 
point-to-point checks of the circuits. Schematic 
wiring diagrams of exter nal equipment to which 
the teletypewriter set ls connected furnish in
formation helpful for testing and local izing 
troub le. 

3 .06 Power Supply Checks: To be sure that 
proper operating conditions exist, check 

tine input power, a.c. circuits and d.c. circuits 
in turn before making other tests. These checks 
will, of necessity, include normal operation of 
the parts In these circuits and would require all 
adjustments which might affect the lndl.cated 
trouble as related to the parts. When check of 
an adjustment is indicated, care should be exer
cjsed not to disturb the adjustment or related 
adjustments. 

3 .. 07 Continuity, Resistance, and Capacitance 
Checks 

(a) Continuity: The continuity check Is used 
to locate suspected open circuits. In 

making continuity checks, be sure that par 
allel current paths are disconnected. Make 
the t ests by checking the continuity through 
the circuit suspected to be faulty by con
necting the test leads so that the current can 
go only through the suspected circuit. Be 
sure no other part o! the circuit Is shunting 
the circuit bei~ tested . If necessary, dis 
connect certain leads . Check all likely cir 
cuits in this manner . If, after checki.ng all 
possible causes, the fault cannot be located, 
make a continuity test of the entire circuit. 
If continuity is Indicated, test half of the 
ci rcuit. Continue sub-dividing the circuit 
until the open point Is definitely located. 
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(b) Resistance: The resistance check is 
used to locate suspec ted open or shorted 

coil windings, fixed resistors and inductors, 
transformer windings and motor windings. In 
making resistance checks, follow the same 
general procedures as those described for 
continuity checks. 

(c) Capacitance: The capacitor check is 
used to locate shorted or leaking ele 

ments. To test, discharge the suspecte<I 
capacitor with an insulated shorting jumper. 
Then disconnect one lead, and connect Ute 
capacitor to an ohmmeter . Use the highest 
reading scale. A good capacitor will be 
indicated by the ohmmeter pointer first 
moving up the scale rapidly, then return!~ 
more slowly to the infinity mark. A capacitor 
which ls open will give a reading of infinit:e 
ohms. A shorted capac itor will give a readi~ 
of constant value between zero and infinity, 
depending upon I.be resistance or the short . 

WARNING: BE EXTREMELY CAREFUL 
WHEN HANDLING CHARGED CAPACITORS. 
A SEVERE ELECTRICAL SHOCK MAY BE 
RECEIVED FROM THE CAPACITOR OR 
LEADS CONNECTED TO A POWER SUPPLY 
IN OPERATION. 

3 .08 Electrical Checks 

(a) Check for external inte r ruptions to the 
115 V a.c. power supply by checking the 

power cord connections on the termina l 
board at the rear of the set. 

(b) Check fuses located on the electr ical 
servi .ce unit , If open, rotate the asso

ciated motors by hand and check for ex
cessive mechanical load before rep lacing 
the fuse. If a replaced fuse burns out im
mediately upon Installation, check for short
ed wiring In the motor, or copylig ht trans
former. Check the red thermal overload 
reset button on the sync hronous motors. If 
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tripped, allow the motor to cool for five 
minutes with the cabinet cover open before 
resetting by depressing the button . 

3.09 Localizing Mechanical Troubles 

(a) Although mechanical troubles can occur 
In teletypewriter sets, no difficulty 

shou ld be experienced in locating the fault 
if the sequence of operation ls checked through 
its various steps. When a mechanical function 
fails to ope r ate, or operates in a faulty 
manner, the trouble may be in a particular 
adjustment, or series or adjustments, or it 
may be in a particular assembly. One method 
for checking troubles involves checking the 
Individual requirement for all adjustments 
in the faulty subassembly or mechanism. Use 
the procedures found in the appropriate 
adjustment section to determine the sequence 
to be followed. 

(b) A second method involves setting up by 
hand the selecting mechanism and com

pleti.ng the operation by manually rotating the 
motor, shaft, gear, or cam that normal ly 
drives the assembly. This second method is 
usually quicker when only one adjustment is 
faulty and the remainder of the mechanism is 
in good condition . In such cases, only related 
adjustments need be checked . 

(cl In some instances, faulty operation may 
be observed only when the mechanism is 

power driven. The experience of the main
tenance personnel and the over-al l condition 
of the equipment will indicate which method is 
the better approach to a particular trouble. 
In either mechanical or electrical troubles, 
additional aid in isolating the difficulty may 
be secured from records or previous troubles 
and adjustments . 

3.10 Refer to the following trouble shooting 
charts for a more comp let e tabulation of 

possible troubles. 
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TABLE 1. TROUBLE SHOOTlNG (SHEET 1 OF 9) 

PROCEDURE AND 
STEP NORMAL INDlCATION TROUBLE CHECK 

1. Rotary power switc h 
OFF. Motors and 

a. Motors and copyllghts on. Rotary $witch w!r!n g. 

copylights off. Typing b. Motor on (one or both). Wir ing between motor and! 
unit and repe r forator electrical service unit. 
selectors energized. 

-
2. Power switc h in LOC a. Motors and copylights off, Power line connections. 

position. Motors and se lectors de-energized . 
copylights on. Typing 
unit and reperforator 

Rotary switch wiring. 

selectors energized . b. Motors off. Wiring between motor and 
electrical service unit. 

Motor thermal cut -off 
switch reset button (key• 
board motor only). 

c . Motors run at incor - Power line frequency 
rect speed. (60 cps). 

d. No cabinet illumination. Copylight wiring continuity . 

Transformer. 

e. Some copylights not Bulb and socket wiring. 
illuminated . 

f. Page printer selector Signal line continuity. 
de- energized. 

Output of local power 
supply. 

Output of selector magnet 
driver(500 milliamperes) . 

Selector coils and selec -
tor magnet driver con-
tinuity. 

Selector coils (7 ohms 
resistance per coil). 

Selector armature spring 
and se lector range finder 
adjustments. 

g. Reperforator selecto r 
de-energized. 

Signal line continuity. 
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ACTUAL 
WlRJNG 

DIAGRAM 

6380 WO 

6454 WD 
6901 WD 
4348 WD 

6901 WD 

6380 WD 

6901 WD 
6454 WD 
4348 WD 

2900 WD 

6901 WD 

6901 WD 
6909 WD 
4790 WD 

6909 WD 

6901 WD 

6901 WD 
6909 WD 
4790 WD 

--. . 
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TABLE 1. TROUBLE SHOOTING (SHEET 2 OF 9) 

ACTUAL 
PROCEDURE AND WIRING 

STEP NORMAL INDICA TJON TROUBLE CHECK DIAGRAM 

2. (continued) Output of loca l power 6909 WD 
supply . 

. 
Output of se lecto r magnet 
driver (500 milliamperes) . 

Selector coils and se lec- 6901 WD 
tor magnet drive r con-
tinuity. 

Selector coils (7 ohms 
resis tance per coil) . 

Selector armature spring 
and selector range finder 
adjust ment . 

3. Tape in tape reader a. Tape reader does not run. Wiring of trip magnet 6901 WD 
(Use rear reade r on circuit. 6909 WO 
sets so equipped.) 6391 WD 
START switch de- 6397 WD 
pressed. Lamp on. 
Reade r operates . 

4. All printing charac - a. Typing unit runs c losed . Signal line for -presenc e 4790 WD 
ters t ransm itted from of space-ma r k pulses 6901 WO 
keyboard (or from rea, 6909 WO 
tape reader, on sets 
so equ ipped) trans- Keyboard auxiliary con-
mitted to typing unit. tacts. 
Typing unit proper ly 
types eac h character. Typing unit se lector mag-

net dr ive for blind 
across Input leads . 

Reader auxiliary contacts. 

Output of selector magnet 
dr iver for space-mark 
transition . 

Receive br eak contact 
switch in keyboard-
unoperated . 

Selec tor adj ustments . 

>. Typing unit receiving Output of se lector mag-
margin shor t. net driver (500 

milliamperes) . 
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TABLE 1. TROUBLE SHOOTING (SHEET 3 OF 9) 

ACTUAL 
PROCEDURE AND WIRING 

STE P NORMAL INDtCATION TROUBLE CHECK DIAGRAM 

4, ( continued) Dirt or oil between 
selecto r armature and 

..__,I 

magnets . 

Selector adjustments . 
. 

Motor speed, 

Distrib utor output for 
extremel y high s igna l 
bias or end disto r tion. 

c. Typing unit making Selec tor rang e finder 
errors or garbling . (may be at marginal 

setting). 

Output of selector magnet 
driver (500 mill iamperes) , 

Dirt or oil between 
selector armature and 
magnets, 

Selector adjustments. 

Motor speed. 

Code reading contact 
adjustm ent . 

5, Type box advances a. Lamp lights, but not rut Typing unit margin lndi -
to about 72nd char- 72nd character. cator swit ch adj ust ment. 
acte r . Margin indi-
cator lamp lights . b. Lamp does not light. Check bulb and socket . 

Switch and lamp wir ing. 6901 WO 
6380 WO 

Typing unit margin indi-
cator switch adjustment. 

Switch, for open contacts 
when operated. 

6. Reperforator on . Each a. Reperforator runs clos ed. Output of se lector magnet 
trans mitted char - driver for space -mar k 
acter is properly transition. 
punched and tape is 

Selector adjustmen ts. I corr ectly pr inted . 
b. Rece iving margin short. Dirt or oil between selec-

tor armature and magnets. 
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TABLE 1. TROUBLE SHOOTING (SHEET 4 OF 9) 

ACTUAL 
PROCEDURE AND WIRING 

STEP NORMAL INDICATION TROU:BLE CHECK DIAGRAM 

6. (cont i'nued) Selector 11.dj ustme :nts. 

Selector magnets (7 ohms 
resistance per coil) . 

. Output of selector magnet 
driver (500 milliamperes). 

c. Punching or typing errors Selector rang e finder (may 
or garbling. be at marginal settlng) . 

Output of se lector magnet 
driv er (500 milli amperes) . 

Selector adjustments . 

Dirt or oil between 
selector armature and 
magnets . 

7. (Sets with two tape a. Bell does not r ing. Typing unit selector for 
readers only .) Trans- proper code selection. 
mil BELL code from 
keyboard. Bell r ings. Bell circuit and function 6901 WD 
Typin g unit does not box contacts. 6397 WD 
type . 

Typing unit function box 
function bar for prope r 
coding and operation. 

b. Typing unit types Typing unit type box 
character. clutch adjustments . 

8. (Sets with one t ape a. Spacing is not sup- Typing unit function box 
tape reader, only.) pressed . function bar for p.r oper 
Transmit graphic for- operation. 
eign language ac -
ce nt characters Typing unit spacing clutch 
from keyboard. adjustments. 
Typing unit types but 
does not space. 

9. LF transmitted from a. Paper or forms are not Typing unit se lector for 
keyboard. Typing unit fed out. proper code se lection . 

'J 
feeds paper or forms 
one or two lines. No Typing unit function box 
printing. (Optiona l function bar for proper 
CR feature . See coding and operation. 
step 10.) 

Typing unit line feed 
mechanism adjustments. 
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TABLE 1. TROUBLE SHOOTING (SHEET 5 OF 9) 

ACTUAL 
PROCEDURE AND WIRING 

STEP NORMAL INDICATION TROUBLE CHECK DIAGRAM 

10. CR transmitted from a. Carriage does not re• Typing unit selector for 
keyboard. Typing unit turn . proper code selection . 
type box returns to 
left margin. (Optional Typing unit function box 
LF feature. See function bar for proper 
step 9.) No printing. . coding and operation . 

Typing unit carriage 
return mechanism 
adjustments . 

b. (On units so equipped.) Typing unit selector for 
Pap er or forms are not ad- proper code selection. 
vanced one or two lines . 

Typing unit function box 
function bar for proper 
coding and operation. 

Typing unit line feed 
and carriage return 
mechanisms adjust-
ments. 

11. LOC LF key operated. a. Paper or forms do n.ot Keyboard and typing unit 
Typing unit feeds out feed out. mechanical linkage ad-
paper or forms one or justment, 
two lines at a time, 
in continuous feed Typing unit line feed 
while key is de- mechanism adjustments. 
pressed . 

12. LOC S LF key opera- a. Paper or forms do not Keyboard and typing unit 
ted. Paper or forms feed out. mechanical linkage 
step one or two lines. adjustment. 

Typing unit line feed 
mechanism adjustments . 

13. LOC CR key opera- a. Carriage does not re - Keyboard and typing unit 
ted. Type box return s turn . mechanical linkage 
to left margin. adjustment. 

Typing unit carriage re-
turn mechanism adjust-
ments. 

14. TAB transm.it.ted from a. Typing unit does not tab Typing unit selector for 
keyboard . Typing unit horizontally. proper code selection. 
tabs horizonta lly. No 

Typing unit function box printing. 
function bar for proper 
coding and operation . 
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TABLE 1. TROUBLE SHOOTING (SHEET 6 OF 9) 

ACTUAL 
PROCEDURE AND WIRING 

STEP NORMAL INDICATION TROUiBLE CHECK DIAGRAM 

14. (continued) Typing unit horizontal tab 
mechanism adjustments . 

15. VT transmitted from a. Typing unit does not tab Typing ·unit selector for 
keyboard. Typing unit vertically . proper code selection. 
tabs vertically. No . 

pr inting. (CR optional.) Typing unit function box 
function bar for proper 
coding and operation . 

.J 
Typing unit vertical tab 
mechanism adjustments. 

b. (On units so equipped .) Typing unit selector for 
Carriage does not return. proper code selection. 

Typing unit function box 
function bar for proper 
coding and operation. 

Typing unit carriage re-
turn mechanism adjust-
ments. 

16. FORM transmitted a. Forms do not feed out. Paper jam at typing unit. 
from keyboard. Typing unit selector for Typing unit feeds 
out a form. (Appl!- proper code selection . 

cable only to units so Typing unit function box 
equipped.) CR function bar for proper 
optional. coding and operation. 

Typing unit form-out 
mechanism adjustments. 

b. (On units so equipped.) Typing unit selector for 
Carriage does not return. proper code select jon. 

J 
Typing unit function box 
function bar for proper 
coding and operation. 

Typing unit carriage re-
turn mechanism adjust-
ments. 

17. Steps 14-16 repeated, a. Tape reader does not Tape reader clutch mag- 6901 WD 
transmitting from stop transm ission. net circuit wiring. 6909 WD 
tape. In addition lo 6391 WD 
normal indications, 6397 WD 
tape reader stops 
wblle function is Typing unit tab or form-
occu r ring in typing out contact adjustment. 
unit. 
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TABLE 1. TROUBLE SHOOTING (SHEET 7 OF 9) 

ACTUAL 
PROCEDURE AND WIRING 

STEP NORMAL INDICATION TROUBLE CHECK DIAGRAM 

17. (continued) b. Tape reader transmits Hold circuit. 6909 WD 
informati on beyond the 
control code before 
stopping . 

18. LOC BSPkey a. Reperforator does not Open switch when 
operated . Reperfora - backspace. backspace key ls 
tor back spaces operated . 
tape one position. 
Typing unit type box Backspace switch and 6901 WD 
backspaces tape one magne t c ircuit. 6454 WD 
position. No typing . 

b. Typing unit does not Keyboard and typ ing unit 
backspace . mechanic .al linkage and 

adjustments . 

19. BREAK switch opera-
ted. Signal Un.e open, 

a .• Signal line is not open. BREAK cir cuit. 6380 WD 

typing unit runs open, Break contacts adjust -
distributor out put is ments. 
shunted, tape reader 
is disabled, and b. Distributor output ls not "Rece ive break" c ircuit . 6901 WD 
BREAK lamp lights. shunted . 6454 WD 

6909 WD 

Continuity across "receiv e 
break " circuit involved. 

Keyboard "receive break" 
switch. 

Typing unit, for mechanl-
cal output on single and 
double BLANK. 

Keyboard and t yping unit 
"rece ive break" mech-
anism adjustments. 

c. Tape reader is not "Receive break" circuit. 6901 WD 
disab led. 6454 WD 

Operation of applicab le 
"receive break" con-
tacts . 

d. BREAK lamp does not Check bulb and socket . 
light. 

Lamp circuit and "re - 6901 WD 
ceive break" circuits. 6454 WD 

6380 WD 
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TABLE 1. TROUBLE SHOOTING (SHEET 8 OF 9) 

ACTUAL 
PROCEDURE AND WIRING 

STEP NORMAL INDICATION TROUBLE CHECK DIAGRAM 

19. (continued) Operation of app li cable 
"receive break'' con-
tacts . 

20. BRK RLS key on a. BREAK lamp lit, dis - Mechanical (keyboard) 
keyboard depressed. tributox- shunted, or tape adjustments between 
BREAK lamp ex- r eader d isabled . BRK RLS key and "re-
tinguished, shunt ceive break" switc h. 
removed from dis-
tributor, and tape 
reader enabled. 

21. Tape in reader . De- a. More than one character STEP switc h contact 
press "STEP" but- read . cleaning and adjust -
ton. Reader reads ments. 
one cwacter only . 

Reader auxiliary contacts 
adjustments. 

Limit relay contacts. 

Dirt or oil betwe en arm-
ature and trip magnets. 

22. Rotary power switch a. No response to codes . Tape r eader tape-out 
in LOC position. switch. 
PROGRAM CON-
TROL in ON position. PROGRAM CONTROL 
Selection of contro l switch. 
codes induces appr o-
priate function in set . "Rece ive br eak" switch 
Interna l codes are contacts. 
not distributed. 

b. No response to partic u- "B11 re lay operation for 
lar control code. correct code . 

Code reading contacts. 

Contro l circuit . 6909 WD 

c. Internal codes are sent to Tape reader tape-o ut 
typing unit and reperforator. switch. 

PROGRAM CONTROL 
switch. 

"Receive break" switch 
contacts. 
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TABLE 1. TROUBLE SHOOTING (SHEET 9 OF 9) 

PROCEDURE AND 
STEP NORMAL INDnCATION 

23. Depress DATA BY-
PASS button. Tape 
reader will start, 
but output is sup-
pressed. 

24. Depress PRINT 
SUPPRESS switch. 
Tape reader will 
start. Reperforator 
operates. Typing 
unit blinded . 
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TROUBLE CHECK 

a. No response. Tape reader tape-out 
switch. 

PROGRAM CONTROL 
switch • 

. 
"Receive break" switch 
contacts. 

a. No response. Tape reader tape-out 
switch. 

PROGRAM CONTROL 
switch . 

"Re ceive break" switch 
contacts . 

ACTUAL 
WIRING 

DIAGRAM 
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